cial computing" and "social software" have only become relatively popular within the last five years, the core ideas behind them have a much longer history, going back to Vannevar Bush's ideas about the Memex in 1945 [4] , and traveling through terms such as Groupware and computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW) in the 1970s to 1990s. A very good documentation tracing this evolution can be found in a blog post by Christopher Allen [5] .
One of the most important concepts in social computing is participation, which means the free cooperation of as many people as possible without any restrictions of organizations, processes, technologies or particular platforms.
The straightforward possibility for everyone to participate and contribute to the big picture can enrich existing classic knowledge management approaches in organizations. Since knowledge, know-how, and qualifications of employees are crucial resources, it bears enormous potential to facilitate their participation [6] .
In this context, the term "Enterprise 2.0" has been coined by Andrew McAfee for using social software to support collaborative work and knowledge management "within a company or between companies and their partners or customers" [7] .
For in-company operation, social software is typically adjusted to the company context, and integrated with existing intra-company tools [8] [9] [10] . Since cooperation is not limited to individual organizations, social software is also employed for facilitating communication with customers and business partners. As long as this results in a bi-directional communication, it is seen as part of Enterprise 2.0. If social software is just used for communicating uni-directionally from the company to customers, it usually is not in the scope of Enterprise 2.0. Some interpretations of the term "Enterprise 2.0" even go beyond the tool level, and focus on the structural changes in companies enabled by the introduction of social software. Keywords in this context are "easier, faster, and contextual organization of access to information, expertise, and business contacts" [11] .
One very important characteristic of social software is its openness to individual use because of its missing specialization to particular usage scenarios. This media feature of social software or Groupware [12] is called "Nutzungsoffenheit" (open usage) in current publications (e. g. [13] ). In this aspect, social software differs strikingly from traditional business software such as ERP, CRM, or PPC systems, which have clear structures, processes and pre-defined underlying use cases already during their development.
A very nice example for adapting a service in a new way can be found in the beginnings of the Internet. The network initially only included remote login and file transfer services. The file transfer service soon was "misused" by the users to exchange messages -email was invented [14] .
In this special issue we have brought together six articles covering different aspects of social computing in corporations.
The article "A review of microblogging in the enterprise" by Stocker et al. addresses microblogs as one particular type of social software. Since the core feature of microblogs, the support of mutual awareness by activity streams, has become one of the most important technical features of all social computing platforms, a deeper analysis of microblogging contributes to understanding the whole field.
In "Implementation of collaborative software in enterprises: a thematic analysis", Schubert and Williams review sixteen successful cases of social software in organizations in order to identify structures, processes and activities associated with the implementation of such solutions. The identified issues are presented using the 8C Framework showing different potential implications for the introduction of social software. The article "Implementing a classification scheme for Enterprise 2.0" by Back and Irmler presents a classification scheme for structuring the subject area, particularly for describing specific solutions in detail. The classification scheme includes thirteen categories and was implemented to support search in the Enterprise 2.0 case study database e20cases.org.
As stated earlier, the history of supporting social interaction goes back quite a while, involving the important area of Groupware. In "From Groupware to social mediaextending an existing shared workplace system with social media features", Prinz and Kolvenbach take a "classic" Groupware tool, the BSCW shared workspace, and analyze what has to be added to make this software more "social". They identify ways for the evolution of a cooperation platform into a social media platform.
The article "The connected company -bridging data silos" by Schmaltz and Aziz contrasts "systems of record" (the classic business software) from "systems of engagement" (social software). They present challenges and solutions for the integration of both.
Finally, the article "Social software beyond the Desktopambient awareness and ubiquitous activity streaming " by Ott and me extends the scope of social software beyond today's desktops and mobile devices. It takes up the core feature of activity streams mentioned before and presents a concept for additional ubiquitous natural user interfaces. Large touchscreens can help to leverage the full socio-technical potential of social software in semi-public "social" spaces, like e. g., coffee corners.
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